We stayed with the railway for 2 days crossing the
red earth and blue bush plains with the ranges ever
present in the background, finally moving away and
heading into Mt Brown Conservation Area and a
lovely camp at Waukarie Falls (no water).
The going was not so rough as we climbed through
woodlands to Mt Brown which has a fantastic
lookout tower with interpretative signs. Mt Brown
overlooks the Spencer Gulf and is 20km inland
from Port Augusta. The first Europeans to climb Mt
Brown were Matthew Flinders, his Naturalist Robert
Brown and a small party from the Investigator on
Flinders’ journey of discovery in 1802.
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Our camp on the 31st was in Catninga Shed, a
quirky farm shed with saggy beds and lots of
personality. Murray, Judy and I dragged our bed
frames out and slept under the million stars.
Definitely 5 Star accommodation. Beautiful views
as the world turned orange and red at sunset and
sunrise over Spencer Gulf.
As our journey comes to an end still plenty of time
on our final stages of this section to ponder the
ancient, broken landscapes we have walked
through. The Flinders Ranges are some of the most
ancient landscapes on earth and to be out in the
wilderness with such a great group of fellow
adventurers is truly a great experience.
Horrocks Pass adjacent to the road was our last
camp which was a disappointing finish. We cleared
a space on the rocky ground and tied ourselves
down so we wouldn’t take off in the gale that was
blowing and slept well after a long day hiking.

Heyson Trail, South Australia Part 2
Jarvis Hill Lookout Hawker to Wilmington.
Fri 18th Aug to Sun 3rd Sept 2017
Activity Organiser: John Holland,
Participants: Leonie Grimshaw, Becky Rae, Murray
Scott, Judy Turner, Henry and Marilyn Fooks

We had a pleasant walk into Willmington the next
day and marked our position near the cemetery
where we will start from next year on our journey
further south and only 800 or so kilometres to go to
the finish.

We were all glad of our rest day in the pub at
Quorn. We set off again out of town following the
route of the Ghan Railway. The Afghan Express is
the name railwaymen gave to the passenger train
that ran from Terowie to Oodnadatta through Quorn
in 1923. This soon was abbreviated to the Ghan.
The railway was ultimately extended to Alice
Springs by 1929. The Ghan used the Pichi Richi
Railway route until 1956 when a new standardgauge railway from Stirling North to Brachina
bypassed the narrow-gauge railway through the
Pichi Richi Pass.
Today involved a somewhat useless loop track, as
we climbed up a rough track away from the railway
only to come back down again to the railway a few
kilometres further on.
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(See Dec ’17 newsletter for part 1)

By Rebecca Rae

We all agreed our day on the Coast had been a
good workout in good company with good views
and much more adventurous than imagined.

Flannel flowers along the track
Bateau Bay, Central Coast NSW
8th November 2017
Organiser: Leonie Grimshaw
Participants: John Holland, Shaune and Béatrice
Walsh, Judy Turner
A warm sunny day with an incoming 1.9m very high
tide saw us set off from Bateau Bay southbound to
Pebbly Beach. We had heard earlier that the seas
were still quite rough after previous rainy and windy
weather conditions, so we started walking on rocks
rather than sand.

Long Jetty on Tuggerah Lake

By Leonie Grimshaw
****************

Pebbly Beach below Crackneck Lookout is aptly
named. The jangling of the pebbles as each wave
receded echoed across the beach. From here we
had about 2 Kms of large rocks to negotiate with
the pounding waves forcing us to hug close to and
sometimes on the cliff. Wet boots and feet with surf
sprayed clothes were a certainty. The going was
very slow and somewhat tricky as the top of the tide
was imminent.
After a welcome morning tea perched above the
waves, we came across a large assortment of
driftwood, flotsam and jetsam.
With the sand of Forresters Beach in sight, Leonie
made a rock hopping, wave incoming,
miscalculation - a total immersion but still smiling.
Alas the phone did not recover.
From the beach we tracked north up to the
headland, a favourite hang gliding spot, for
magnificent views back to Terrigal. The track
through Wyrrabalong NP meanders through
bushland with quite some flannel flowers
resplendent. We could also look down to the rocks
below where we had been.
With the track so close to Leonie and John’s place,
we called in for a late lunch. The vote was to push
on, so we drove to Tuggerah Lake at Long Jetty
and we walked for another 3kms visiting and
enjoying an open garden as a bonus.
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Bungonia National Park. The Slot Canyon / Red
Track.
13th December, 2017
Activity Organiser: Allan Bunt
Participants: Kerry Clarke, Margaret Rozea, Phil
Escott, Tim Gardner
Bungonia’s infamous Red Track was first tackled
on a “recce” by the three boys only two weeks
earlier, with a Temp of 27 degrees. With
temperatures of 35 degrees predicted, the
questions came. Should we do the walk or not?
Would my two “recce” mates back up again?
Would anyone else go? Well, we did go with two
eager females joining us!!

After signing the National Park’s log in book, with
names, ages, sex, planned walk, and expected
times to start and finish, we set off past the two
warning signs, just to remind us what we were in
for.

walk is only 4 km long but its level of difficulty
meant it took us oldies just over six hours to
complete. Certainly, the most challenging walk I
have led and it will go down as one of those very
memorable club walks.

Most of the first third of the walk is down a steep
shale covered track – always keeping an eye out for
the little red markers that hopefully will keep us on
the right path. We pass impressive groups of large
grass trees, before descending a trackless, but
thankfully dry, creek bed in a rain forest.

By Allan Bunt

Bungonia Creek was also dry (not like two weeks
ago) which made the venture into the canyon so
much easier. AM tea break was taken before
tackling the magnificent, huge, white, smooth
boulders. Navigating these boulders involved
working out if we should go over them, around
them, or even under them. Squeezing down
through small gaps, sliding down on your bum (one
pair of pants didn’t take kindly to that), using hands
and arms to clamber up and over; we even had to
pull ourselves on bellies to get between boulders.
Climbing up high on boulders was recommended to
try and work out a route but it was still mostly first
try straight ahead, then left, then right and then take
a punt that we would get through.

****************

Donkey Mountain, Wolgan Valley,
Wollemi Nat Park
20th January 2018
Organiser: Peter Wherry
It all started with that well known group: Peter, Paul
and Bruce.
Donkey Mt is a feature (to which we have paid little
attention for many years) on the road to Newnes
township. I have been travelling to Newnes since
the early seventies and only climbed this hill
(mountain?) for the first time about 4 years ago.
This had been a very hot week and we had
discussed doing an alternative walk. The decision
would be made on site but ultimately we decided to
proceed if we left early enough.

Negotiating the boulders
Sadly, the fantastic canyon and boulder section
ended but now crystal clear water was running in
Bungonia Creek. The temperature was certainly
rising so at lunchtime we had a well deserved dip to
cool off. The last third of the walk is up a steep
ridge with the sun beating in from the west and not
a lot of shade.
Thankfully there was a breeze which took the edge
of the 35 degree heat. This hill nearly got the better
of me on the “recce” so it was only right that
someone else should feel the pinch this time....and
they did!
Slowly but surely we made it to the junction of the
Green Track, near Mount Eyre where the track
levelled out and back to our starting point. This
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We arrived at Newnes on the Friday evening to
camp. Opening the car door at 5.45pm we felt the
full 35 degrees that remained. We set up tents and
had a surprisingly coolish night getting down to 7
degrees - a temp turnaround of desert like
proportions.
On the Saturday we decided to leave as early as
convenient to beat the heat so we left camp at 7.45
and started walking at 8.00am. The first part is
undulating but becomes fairly steep about one third
in. We found ourselves at the top saddle in a bit
over an hour. The climb was 350m and it was still
surprisingly cool as we ascended from the west and
there was a breeze on top.
After a short break we explored a few pagodas and
overlooked the complete Emirates resort which was
quite interesting to observe. We then backtracked

and went exploring toward Mt Wolgan which is
adjacent and not as high as us. Scrambling was
required here and there; a short lunch was taken
and as the sun was getting hot overhead we
decided to do just a bit more exploring and check
out possible routes for another trip.
The descent was getting quite warm as we had lost
the breeze and it was over 30 degrees now so we
were happy to hit the car (and air con) by about
1.30pm.

It was generally agreed that the different time slot
of a week later than previous years was preferable
to our usual week as most of the tourists had gone
so no crowds on the tracks especially on
Kosciuszko.
Thanks Becky for your sterling work as lodge
captain and thankyou to everyone for making this
such a fun week.

This is a spectacular area that has many, many
more possibilities as it's only fairly recently been
explored.
A good day in the conditions and well worth another
trip there

By Peter Wherry
****************

Overnight hike to Cascade Hut
Come and join the club next year for a great week
of Alpine walking and socialising. It really is a
special time.

By Pete Guest
****************

Pygmy Possum Lodge at Charlotte Pass
Kosciuszko National Park
28th Jan- 4th Feb 2018
The traditional week at Charlotte Pass was enjoyed
by 24 new and old club members. It was great to
see new faces out walking every day.
The cool but fine days were perfect for walking
while a couple of evening downpours did nothing to
interrupt happy hour.
A total of nineteen walks of varying grades took
place, Australia’s three highest peaks were
conquered, and the overnight walk from Dead
Horse Gap to Cascade Hut attracted six hardy
souls who celebrated their return journey at a local
watering hole while listening to a dog singing
Happy Birthday. True story!
In the evenings Scrabble was played, books were
read, new walks were planned and Murray
entertained us with his guitar and songs.
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Start of the ascent of Villaricca volcano
Patagonia, Chile
23rd Jan 2018
Activity organiser: Gina Holloway
Participants: John Holland, Jennifer Whaite, Kerry
Clarke, Tracy Cleary, Sheree Brinsley; Ray Van
Den Anker; Michele Howie
Climb every volcano.
Gina’s walking trip in Chile started in the volcano
and lake district south of Santiago. We stayed in

Pucon, a lively holiday town on a lake with a
volcano looming up at the edge of town. After an
initial three days of hard, but beautiful walks, our
itinerary called for us to climb the Villaricca volcano.
This is a 2,200 m, snow-covered and active
volcano.
It has become more active in recent years to the
point where the Chilean government has taken
some OH&S precautions – you now need to sign
two forms before you climb, not just the one
required previously.
The gear list we picked up was extensive and made
one have doubts about the wisdom of volcano
climbing: pack, boots, crampons, helmet, gloves,
mittens, gaiters, jacket, overpants, ice pick, gas
mask, plastic and shovel.
For myself, the reason to actually do this was
simply that I knew that if I pulled out the others
would come back shining with excitement and
adrenaline and talking about the wonderful day they
had had, and I would hate myself for missing out.
So, I went.
There is a chairlift that takes you to 1200 m if you
want to take it. Obviously, not being totally insane,
we took it. That may have been the most
dangerous part of the day. In the 1970s some
enterprising Chilean bought a second-hand ski lift
and tried to set up a ski run on Villaricca volcano.
As a ski run it failed, but the lift is still being used for
volcano climbers. It lacks a few of the safety
features that newer ones have; like there was
nothing to stop us falling out of the chair. I rode up
in it with John who knows about these things and
gave me a fairly comprehensive run down on the
safety features that a chairlift 50-year-old DIDN'T
have and just what disasters could result.
Off the chairlift, on with gaiters, crampons, helmet
etc. A lesson on how to use an ice pick and how to
stop yourself if you slip and start sliding down (Be
very lucky, impossibly cool headed and extremely
agile.)
Then we started off zig-zagging up 1000 m. It was
hard work. If you have never seen crampons, they
look like a set of metal crocodile teeth attached to
your shoes and they make it possible to walk on
steep, snow-covered slopes. Possible but still hard
work -"baby steps, baby steps" all the way.

I didn't like to look down. It was way too scary
looking down that steep, slippery slope. And I didn't
like to look up. It was way too discouraging looking
up and seeing how far there was to go. But when I
did pause to look - oh! It was beautiful. A great
shiny, sheet of pure white snow, with outcrops of
stark black lava stretching up to a clear blue sky
and down to where fluffy white clouds covered the
town. In places the snow had frozen into bigger
crystals that truly did sparkle like diamonds. A
feeling of being suspended in the middle of a totally
alien environment with nothing around but space.
Though being prosaically honest there were lots of
other people around (200 a day are allowed to
climb) but they were just little rows of ants
zigzagging along. And as the day advanced the
clouds cleared but if we were no longer suspended
in space we had a great view of towns and lakes
and hills below.

Villaricca volcano
Still a long hard slog till we ran out of snow, took off
the crampons, put on the gas masks and climbed
the last few metres over unsteady lava rocks and
looked down into the crater. As far as looking into
an active volcano goes this one lacked drama. Not
a whiff of gas or a hint of fire. Still a fantastic view
and a great sense of achievement.
Next - the trip down. We put on our plastic pants
and the gloves and attached our paddles to our
waistband. A short talk on how to hold your legs
and use your ice pick as a brake and we were off.
And after the initial sheer terror it was such fun. It
wasn’t a single 1000 m slide. It was a series of 7 or
8 shorter slides, each ending in a place where it
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was flat enough to stop easily. It was the ultimate
slippery dip for grown ups. Zipping down the
mountain, over bumps, round curves, gaining
speed and confidence. Sliding down 1000 m of
snow covered volcano. What could be easier?
Great fun. Perfectly safe.
And then, on the second last slide, Michele shot off
the track and dropped 4 meters onto gravel. And by
some miracle all that happened to her was a very
badly bruised thumb. Within a few minutes the
indomitable woman had recovered her nerve
enough to do the last slide. Then we trudged
again, but downhill this time and went back to our
hotel shining with excitement and adrenaline and
talking about what a wonderful day we had had.

For the last 4 or 5 miles you follow the course of the
Hacking River, and the road, "Lady Carrington
Drive" has been described, with pardonable
exaggeration, as a "vast and glorious avenue from
end to end."
This is a trip well within the walking powers of
ladies, especially if the whole day be given to it.
By leaving the National Park train at Sutherland, or
if possible, Loftus Junction, it is competent to
undertake this trip any Sunday; but the distance is
then 22 or 23 miles, and the scenery between
Sutherland and Waterfall is commonplace.
****************

By Jennifer Whaite

Youth hostels are a good base if you would like to
organise walking in a different area e.g. Pittwater,
Collaroy, Katoomba, Port Macquarie, Port
Stephens or further afield. Pick a youth hostel and
Google whether there are any good walks nearby.
You might come up with a winning combination that
inspires you to put on a club activity!
Member Alan Webb has contributed some track
notes for a walk in the Royal National park from this
1906 publication.

For bookings now in Australia we no longer need a
membership number.

‘With Swag & Billy’ was probably Australia’s earliest
bushwalking manual and guidebook.
These track notes from the book were by H. J.
Tompkins (Dept of Public Health. Member
Warragamba Walking Club)

****************

WATERFALL TO AUDLEY
Distance about 12 miles. Return fare from Redfern
2s. 4p.
There is no Sunday train to Waterfall. The 8.30
South Coast train will serve your purpose any
weekday. Just past Waterfall railway station the
road plunges away to the left into National Park,
and about half an hour's walk brings you to within a
few yards of the depression into which the little
creek leaps in the rainy season, whence we get the
name Waterfall. From here the road gently
descends through a splendid forest of turpentine
etc to the freshwater river crossing, crossing Bola
Creek and many pretty brooks en route.
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David Halloran, Dimitrios Nanitsos, Deb Newman,
Ken Newman, Scott Shade, Annie Wu, Jennifer
Sellen, Phil Witty, Franca Oscuro, Leana Knight,
Dhana Giardina, Jennifer Polonetski, Mark Woods,
Margaret Beatty, Chris Ameghino, Helen Stirling,
Gill Blackmore, Kathy Manning

COMMITTEE
ROOM SNIPPETS
President’s Report for 2018 AGM
The AGM on 28 February is the official return of
Club business, starting with the election of your
Committee. The Committee and Non-committee
positions are filled by members volunteering some
time towards the running of the Club. This I know
you all are aware of and grateful for. Over the last
few years the Club and I have relied on several of
our members time and time again. It would be nice
for some new help to allow others a break. So at
the AGM I am calling out to those who have
enjoyed the benefits in recent years to now give a
little back. New people bring new ideas and
enthusiasm to the table …. So what have you to
offer ? It may be administration, technical or
editorial experience. So be part of the behind the
scenes steerage and feel rewarded. Old hands are
always available to give advice, and it’s not scary at
all.
There seems every year to be an important task or
project that comes along and the Club has run
effectively and efficiently month to month. The club
is strong in membership and consistently 300+, and
is in a good financial situation and stands proud at
the table of Bushwalking NSW. The activity
programs are varied and well attended.
The committee of 2017 has achieved a lot and the
priority is always enjoyment of the outdoors and
member safety.
2017 in reviewSatisfying moments were the Adopt-a-track project
being so successful and appreciated by Royal
National Park rangers as a good example of
contributing back to our local national park.
Biggest challenge was to update the Constitution.
Completed projects being a new website and a
review of the club logo.
2018 bring it on!
Thank you everyone for your encouragement,
support, advice and friendship.

Vanessa Hicks - Club President
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Activity Statistics 12 months to Dec 2017
(from returned trip reports)

Walks
Cycling
Kayaking
Total

Events
2016
146
13
6
165

Events
2017
155
8
7
83

People
2016
1433
76
29
1538

People
2017
1478
52
31
1561

Congratulations to these three outstanding activity
organisers Gina Holloway, Tony Larkin and Tim
Gardner, who between them led a total of 70 walks.

By Allan Bunt, Vice President

Have you changed address?
If your membership details have changed this
year, please let the club know by sending an
email to info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au

Website: www.sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au
Email:
info@sutherlandbushwalkers.org.au

Heyson Trail SA

Horse Camp Hut, Kosciuszko NP

Lilo trip Nepean R near Douglas Park
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Heyson Trail SA

Killalea State Park

Nepean R near Douglas Park

